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About This Game
-When you're facing a corruption, will you stop it or ignore it?A 2017 Thailand's phenomenal anti-corruption mobile visual novel is now available on Steam for FREE! Face the real worldinspired corruption cases and experience the consequences by yourself. Developed and produced by Opendream and Khon Thai
Foundation.
In the near future, at the time when corruption is a new normal, Laia exploited the society and became a leader of the world's
government. Amita has to travel through time to the past to stop the cause of new normal with a hope to stop corruptions to save
her fragile and collapsing future.
The player will face with the real world-inspired corruption cases in Thailand and required to investigate and collect evidence to
"stop or ignore" multiple corruption events. Every decisions will affect the story line and future events in the game.
Corrupt won a silver medal from ASEAN ICT Awards 2017 and multiple local awards for anti-corruption efforts.
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A social gaming that allow players to learn other players' decisions
A consequence system]
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Publisher:
Opendream
Release Date: 14 Sep, 2018
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English,Thai
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